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A simple ball valve that works like any ordi-
nary isolation valve when it's closed...

...so when it's open it becomes a...                     , 
saving water, energy and money.

...but we've added a cartridge... ...here...



The efficient use of water is now an issue that affects everybody -plumbers,
housebuilders, property developers, architects, homeowners - all have an
interest in meeting the latest Government regulations, such as Part G and
Breeam, and helping make sure that buildings are sustainable.

Constant flow - super precision.

How the flow cartridge works

One way to achieve water efficiency and meet current standards is to
deliver the correct regulated flow to the outlet.

The regulated flow is incredibly accurate - up to 10% on standard system
pressures of 0.50 to 10.0 bar, and within 15% on low pressure systems of
0.20 to 4.0 bar.

• Fitted just like any ordinary isolation valve
• A permanent solution that can adjust to regula-

tion changes
• Flow rates of cartridges range from 2.5 to 

26 litres per minute
• Cartridges can be changed in seconds with 

no need to drain-down the system
• Automatically adjusts to changes in water pres-

sure
• Works with any design of kitchen or bathroom fit-

ting - no style limitations
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The growing need for water efficiency.

One solution.

A better way.
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The CP961® Wondervalve is a revolutionary isola-tion valve that allows 
precise control of the amount of water delivered tothe outlet. It's designed 
to accept a flow regulating cartridge that can beinserted in seconds. This 
gives it the edge over any other method of watercontrol.



The wonderful advantage of the CP961® Wondervalve is that it accurately
controls the flow of water to reduce water wastage resulting in lower
water bills and energy costs, as well as being the solution to many other
problems encountered in a plumbing system.

The problem solver

Too much outlet pressure

Where water is delivered to a sink or basin at too high a pressure it can
result in splash back. The CP961® eliminates the problem by balancing the
amount of water output to a controlled but efficient level. 

Water starvation

Where multiple water outlets are used simultaneously it can lead to water
starvation. The answer is to fit a CP961® before each outlet to help achieve
a more balanced system.

Mixing valve problems

Mixer showers don't always handle the supply of hot and cold water 
effectively, particularly where there may be high cold mains pressure, result-
ing in unpredictable temperatures. The solution is to install a 
CP961® which will help regulate the flow and balance the system.

Meeting regulations

Current and future regulations will make it necessary to calculate the amount of
water delivered at each outlet. The CP961® will deliver the desired flow rate to
any tap or fitting you choose and simply being able to insert a different cartridge
at anytime makes it future proof.

Awarded to products which
reduce water wastage.

Water Regulations Advisory
Scheme for approved fittings 

and materials.

Qualify for enhanced Capital Allowance
on investment in products that encour-

age sustainable use.

Patent No.0840188.



Anyone with an interest in preserving water for environmental reasons, saving
money on metered water or future proofing the sustainability of a building can

benefit from this remarkable breakthrough in flexible water flow control.

Who benefits

Plumbers and Installers

The CP961® is installed just like any ordinary isolation valve. Yet it delivers a
simple and cost effective solution to any problems encountered on a daily basis

whether technical or legislative.  So whenever an isolation valve is needed it
makes sense to fit a CP961® .

Architects

The sustainability of a building is of increasing importance and the CP961®

can play an important role in an environmental strategy, saving water and
meeting both current and future legislation. Specifying the CP961® at the
design stage can lead to savings on infrastructure such as pumps, tanks,

other valves and pipework.

Homeowners and Kitchen/Bathroom Designers

As well as providing more efficient water usage, the CP961® can free up 
kitchen and bathroom design by allowing any fittings to be used and

still meet the legislation on water efficiency. It can also help solve issues 
such as splash back from sinks or problems with mixer showers.

Commercial and Public sectors

Businesses and Local Authorities alike know the importance of having an envi-
ronmentally friendly profile. Water conservation is one area that should never

be overlooked in new buildings and old, and it can impact on costly energy con-
sumption. The CP961® is a fast effective way to make all buildings more sus-

tainable and economic to run.
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Valve specification

Cartridge range

Body Nickel Plated DZR Brass (CW602N)

Nickel Plated DZR Brass (CW602N)

Nickel Plated DZR Brass (CW602N)

Nickel Plated DZR Brass (CW602N)

Brass

PTFE

EPDM

Hard Chrome Plated Brass (CW617N)

Nickel Plated Brass (CW617N)

End Cap

Ball

Stem

Access Port Cap

Compression Nuts

Recommended Flow Rates Compression Screwed P. Fit
mm51eziSetuniM/sertiL 6 - 5.2spaT/snisaB
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4 - 8 Litres/Minute

4 - 6 Litres/Minute
These are for guidance only. For other appliances refer to manufacturers' recommendations.

6 - 12 Litres/Minute

8 - 10 Litres/Minute

Sinks/Taps

Shower

Bath

Bidet

Olives

Seats

Seals

PN16Pressure rating

Ltr/Min*

0oC to 85oCTemperature range

Filter, 30 Mesh 570  - Open Area 45%

Filter, 60 Mesh

3.0 04 06 08 10 12 15 18 26

Ltr/Sec 0.05 0.07 0.10 0.13 0.17 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.44

Colour Brown Grey Black White Blue Red Lime Green Pink

Flow regulator, Standard pressure (0.5 to 10 bar) Accuracy +/- 10% Open outlet

Flow regulator, Low pressure (0.2 to 4 bar) Accuracy +/- 15% Open outlet

260  - Open Area 39%

Cartridge materials
Housing Acetal

Seal Nitrile 2455
Pin Stainless Steel

2.5

0.04

Green

Litres/Minute 3 4 6 8 10 14

Litres/Second 0.05 0.07 0.10 0.13 0.17 0.23

Colour

Combined Filter/Regulator Either filter mesh with any flow
regulator, in a single cartridge

Brown Grey Black White Blue Red

Filter & Flow Regulator Materials
Filter Basket Stainless Steel

Regulator Core HOSTAFORM C9021
Regulator Diaphram EPDM

CP961 R 06 X L C 15

Prefixes all CP961 products Flow rate required*
No regulator - No digit

Connections
Compression   C
Female       F
Push Fit         P

Lever**              L
Screwdriver Slot    No digit

Operating mechanism

Size
15mm CxC 15
22mm CxC 22
15mm PxP 15
1/2" FxF 15
3/4" FxF 20

Cartridge option required
Regulating R
Filter Regulating FR
Filter (30 Mesh) F3
Filter Regulating (30 Mesh) F3R 
Isolation only  No digit

**Specify Red or Blue coloured lever

Material and finish
Nickel plated DZR X
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